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Kado the right answer episode 1

Kado: The Right AnswerPromotional image正解するカド (Seikai Suru Kado) Anime tv seriesDirected byKazuya MurataProduced by Kōichi NoguchiWritten byMado NozakiMusic byTaro IwashiroStudioToei AnimationLicensed byNA FunimationOriginal NetworkTokyo MX, MBS, Fuji BS, AT-XOriginal Run April 7, 2017 – June 30, 2017Episodes12 + EP0 (Episodes List) Original
Pure Animation Cado: Beyond InformationStudioToei AnimationReleasedMay 22, 2018Runtime120 Min Anime and Portal Manga Cado: The Right Answer (Japanese: 正解するカド, Hepburn: Sikai Suru Kado) is a Japanese CJ animation TV series produced by Toei Animation. [1] The series first aired in April 2017 [2] and ended in June 2017. The series follows chief negotiator
Kōjirō Shindō, working for the State Department, as he chooses to represent Yaha-kui zaShunina, another mundane institution with the original intention to advance the world by introducing four mysterious devices to humanity. Episode Zero, which tells the event before Kōjirō and Shun took off on the plane, was distributed exclusively via Amazon Prime Video in Japan and
Crunchy Roll. Plot On a plane bound for their business trip, Kōjirō Shindō and his co-co-worker Shun Hanamori witness the sudden appearance of the Kado, a cube of two kilometers length, out of thin air landing and enveloping their plane. All 252 passengers, including Kōjirō, Shon and the flight attendants, are admitted untouched in cubes and encountered despite the strange
inside. This existence assumes the form of man and calls himself Yaha-Kui Zasonina, and he is willing to advance the world. Main characters Kōjirō Shindō (真道 幸路朗, Shindō Kōjirō) Voiced by: Hiroaki Miura[3] (Japanese); Ian Mead Moore (English)[4] a highly skilled negotiator who worked for the State Department. He is the only one inerrogenically induced by an anesthropic
sense because he was the first to leave the gift when at the time information about humanity was not fully processed by the gift. He resigned from his current position after meeting with Yah-Kui Zaschonina and became an anisotropic negotiator. He treats Yah Koi as a normal human being and is open to devices introduced by Yaha-Kui with humanity, but later otherwise persuaded
by Saraca. Yaha-kui zaShunina (ヤハクィザシュニナ) Voiced by: Takuma Terashima[3] (Japanese); Jason Lieberscht (English)[4] an existence of a separate spacetime known as anosontropic, intended to accelerate the evolution of humanity. He chose to enter Japan because of the strong Japanese feeling that they are superior to other countries. He gradually introduces four
devices to humanity: a gift (a cube with powerful computing capabilities), a loan (a pair of butter containing infinite energy), Sansa (a cross-brained brain). Inducing co-ordging sense when looked at), and Nanomis-hein (a fragmented butter that can change gravity, laxity and mass). While initially not posed a threat, Yah Kui later reveals his true strongman nature in achieving his
goals. Saraka Tsukai (徭 沙羅花, Tsukai Saraka) Voiced by: M.A.O[3] (Japanese); Mikaela Krantz (English)[4] international negotiator for the Ministry of Action on behalf of the Japanese government delegation. While not against anisotropic himself, he introduced the devices of Yaha Kui zaShunina as they did not confirm the impact of humanity's dignity and asked Kōjirō to
reassess the goal of Yah Kui. He later reveals that he himself is an anthropologist and that the director of humanity of the universe resides within. Japanese government 花森 瞬 (花森 瞬, Hanamori Shon) Sound by: Sōma Saitō[3] (Japanese); Kyle Igneczi (English)[4] Kōjirō's co-worker. He became a negotiator of the Japanese government to anyzotropic after approving Kōjirō's
proposal and giving it to him. Kōzō Inuzuka (⽝束 構造, Inuzuka Kōzō) Voiced by: Hiroshi Naka[3] (Japanese); Mark Studard (English)[4] Prime Minister of Japan. Shūhei Asano (浅野 修平, Asano Shūhei) Voiced by: Kenji Akabane[3] (Japanese); Clay Wheeler (English)[4] Assistant Secretary for National Public Safety Commission. He went to the same university as Kōjirō. Ritsu
Natsume (夏⽬ 律, Natsume Ritsu) Voiced by: Shizuka Itō[3] (Japanese); Kristy Sims (English)[4] Cabinet Secretariat of National Security Agency information team. He went to the same university as Kōjirō and Shūhei. She loves Shūhei, but realizes that she is not able enough to handle her so she steps back. Japan's Science Council 品輪 彼⽅ (品輪 彼⽅, Shinawa Kanata) with
the voice: Ray Cogumaya (Japanese), Tabitha Ray (English), a genius researcher and lead scientist tasked with an anesthropic study. She is one of a few people who are able to make her own loans because of her childish mind. Others Takumi Gonno (⾔野 匠, Gonno Takumi) Voiced by: Takuya Kirimoto[3] (Japanese); Christopher Bevens (English)[4] a journalist from NNK who
is interested in an anisetropic. AFTER THE VIDEO HE GOT IN THE REPORT GOT BILLIONS OF VIEWS, HE WAS HIRED BY SETTEN'S CEO, ADAM WARD. Adam Ward (アダム'ワド, Adamu Wādo) Voiced by: Jin Horikawa (Japanese); JOHN BURGMIRE (ENGLISH)[4] MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST INTERNET SERVICE, SETTEN, WHO IS
INTERESTED IN GIFTS AND PERSONALLY HIRES TACOMI TO REPORT DIRECTLY INSIDE THE GIFT. Yukika Shindō (真道 幸花, Shindō Yukika) Voiced by: Yu Serizawa (Japanese); Jill Harris (English) is a 16-year-old daughter of Saraca. Using Nanomis Hein, they moved the relative time up to 16 years later, and at that time they grew Yukika. Yukika is said to be Kōjirō and
Saraca card to go against Yaha-kui because she was born from a human and anisotropic being. In its presentation as a result of the second quarter 2016 fiscal year, Twy Animation confirmed that they are producing an original anime project titled Sikaisuro Kadoo. The anime's official website went online at the end of August. Madeo Nozaki wrote the series, Kazuya Morata
directed anime on it, and illustrator Ako Arisaca performed the original character's designs. Koichi Noguchi produced the series. [1] The anime aired from April to June 2017, in Tokyo MX, MBS, BS Fuji, and AT-X with streaming online via Amazon Prime Video[2] M.A.O. opening theme Tabiuta (旅詩, transl. The travel poem) performed under the name of his character Saraca
Tsukai, and HARUCA for the end theme titled Eien no Kotae (永遠のこたえ, transl. Answer of Eternity). Takaya Kamikava tells the story at the beginning of each episode. [5] Crunchyroll has the right to stream online. [6] Funimation has licensed the series in North America. [7] Section No. Title[a] Original air date 0Ninovo (Japanese: ニノヴォ)April 6, 2017 (2017-04-06) Kōjirō
Shindō and Shun Hanamori are negotiators working for the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications in Kasumigaseki. Just before the planned month-long holiday, Kōjirō and Sean are tasked with purchasing the Osakabe plating plant in sagamihara city and turning it into a multipurpose lounge. Kōjirō and Shon Tour Factory, and Kōjirō are fascinated by metal plating
techniques despite the business going under. Later in a bar, Sean gets a nip as he encourages Kōjirō to vacation. At night, Kōjirō conducted further research on metal plating processing technology after collecting them to bed. The next day, Kōjirō and Sean finally return to the Osakabe plating plant, and Kōjirō says the owner will have a month to complete a new form of plating
technology. After a month, plating technology has proven to be a success without having to buy a factory. At Hannida International Airport, a mysteriously massive cube realizes and devours an airline full of passengers preparing for takeoff, including Kojiro and Sean. 1Yaha-kui zaShunina (Japanese: ヤハクィザシュニナ)7 April 2017 (2017-04-07) Board a flight for a business trip
at Henhda International Airport, Kojirovo and Shun, who are currently negotiators working for the State Department. A mysteriously massive cube then realizes and devours a plane full of passengers preparing for takeoff, including Kojiro and Sean. In Kasomygaski, Ritsu Natsume, who works for the Cabinet Secretariat, investigates the cube before receiving an email that Kojiro
and Sean were boarding the missing plane. It is evident during the cabinet conference meeting that Cube two On each side, and the plane was absorbed by cubes, not crushed by it. Theoretical physicist Kanata Shinawa later knows the term fregonics, or incredible isolation, meaning it is impossible for any type of object to pass through the cube. They infiltrate the northeastern
corner of the cube using japanese ground self-defense force artillery and a black korea comes out. Suddenly Kojiro comes out of the top corner of the cube and soon appears behind Yaha-Kui Zashonina, alien beings who introduce themselves to humanity. 2Novo (Japanese: ノヴォ)April 14, 2017 (2017-04-14) Yaha Kui uses cubes displayed with powerful computing capabilities,
known as gifts, as amplifier to Kōjirō project your voice to local broadcasters. Kōjirō says Yah-Kui wants to establish a direct contact with the Japanese government within three hours. Before leaving to return to the gift, Kōjirō points out that not all passengers are safe and harmed. 28 hours ago, Kōjirō invested outside the plane, and naked Yaha-kui fought to communicate with
him. After using a gift to absorb information via Kōjirō's mobile phone, Yaha Kui is able to communicate fully. 25 hours ago Yaha Kui dressed herself after showing that she was able to cater for all passengers for 30 days. 23 hours ago, Yaha Kui said that the gift is a border unit and that Neve is the primary source. 10 hours ago, Yah-Kui plans to leave Kado to announce his goal of
advancing the world, but first needs help from Kojirovo. In the present time, Yaha-Kui and Kojirov appear outside the middle edge of the gift, as Yaha-Kui challenges humanity so that they do not see him as friends or enemies. 3WamTranscription: Wamu (Japanese: ワム)April 21, 2017 (2017-04-21) Yaha-kui sends Kōjirō to see Saraka Tsukai from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
who is acting on behalf of the Japanese government delegation. After Kojirovo tells Saraca that Yah-Kui is requesting a public venue for the talks, they plan to keep it right at Henhda International Airport. On the runway during the public venue, Yaha-kui grabs a bottle of Saraca water using her hand from novo territory and retrieves it into the world, dubbing the anisotropic term,
more or less a territory too later. Yaha-Kui goes on to explain that the gift is a border unit and a transformative mechanism, but crossing the border will lead to discord and friction, so why humanity reached Ferganic. After making sure other passengers will be released in a month, Yaha Kui reveals she wants to improve charity and use bread to eat as a metaphor. He then
introduces the loan, which is a pair of butter, and discloses that it can provide endless energy. He cut off all the power supplies around the runway and replaces them with loans and proves how advanced his energy resources are. 4Rotowa (Japanese: Three days after the incident, a mother and son have been released from the cube. Kōjirō chooses to be the only negotiator for
anesthropics. During the first session of scheduling an insincerated problem response, Kōjirō reviews what the loan can do, while Saraca says Yah-Kui has already offered 167 loans at its disposal. However, the UN Security Council threatens to issue a boycott if Japan is given full loan control. Later, Saraca expresses his disconfirmedness from Yaha-Kui to Kojiro, because YahaKui does not understand the concept of good and evil. At the National Institute of Integrative Science, Kōjirō and Saraca learn that loans work like a battery, but excessive reliance on loans may lead to global warming in the future. Kojiro returns to The Gift with, informing Sean of his new job as the government's special envoy to anizotropics, which will put him on the passenger
release list last time. After he told Yaha Kui that five UN Security Council nations might be planning to use the loan as a nuclear weapon, Kojiroy was rushing back to the planning meeting, only to discover that the UN Security Council has already anonymously agreed for Japan to hand over the loan. 5Nanoka (Japanese: ナノカ)May 5, 2017 (2017-05-05) Yaha-kui has Kōjirō with
Meet Kanata in an electromagnetic interference shielded room at the Defense Ministry Research Headquarters, where Kōjirō gives Kanata 97 percent of inactive Wam at her disposal. Japanese Prime Minister Kozu Inuzuka meets privately with Yah-Kui, who explains that Kojirovo and Kanata have been placed in the shielded room for full focus under their current time limit. Yaha
Kui goes on to point out that humanity is divided into nations, leading to conflicting views. Although Kozou cannot blame Yaha-kui, which ultimately brought about a national conflict by introducing loans to Japan, it is ultimately a humane matter to resolve. However, Yah-Kui offers a solution, prompting Koszou to request an emergency press conference. Kōzō publicly announces
that Japan will hand over all 196 loans to the U.N. Security Council, while kojiro Kanata shows how to successfully make the loan out of paper and cause media noise. 6TetrokTranscription: Tetoroku (Japanese: テトロク)May 12, 2017 (2017-05-12) Other than Kanata with her childlike mind and Kōjirō with his mind processed by Kado, no else can successfully create Wam out of
paper. After Kōjirō suggests that Yaha-Kui should move the gift elsewhere, Yah-Kui suggests that Lake Siama be the best place. After news reports of the relocation on August 8, 2017, Shūhei Asano, assistant secretary of the National Public Safety Commission, recommends that the gift be moved once all passengers are released. Kōjirō and Yaha-kui figure out how to move gifts
with the lowest amount of effect on People. So they decide to send transport restrictions and temporary evacuation notices to people observing a route to the gift crossing. On August 21, Kōjirō decides to visit his mother, where they share grilled squid and beer and talk about Yah-Kui. On August 25, Sean is the last passenger to leave the present. On August 26, Yaha-Kui moves
the present on its edge and rolls it from Neh da International Airport in the morning to Lake Siama at night. 6.5EkwariTranscription: Ekuwari (Japanese: エクワリ)May 19, 2017 (2017-05-19) This is a recapitulation of episodes 1 to 6. This document events over the course of 33 days. 7Sansa (Japanese: サンサ)May 26, 2017 (2017-05-26) Takumi Guno, an NNK reporter with a
passion for anisotropics, is hired by Adam Ward, CEO of SETTEN, the world's largest internet service. Takumi and his crew approach the present in a helicopter and preach to Yaha Kui to give them an interview. Kojiro welcomes Takumi and his crew, leading them mostly inside the gift to Yaha-Kui. Kōjirō and Yaha-kui introduce Sansa, a cross-sectional brain that induces an
anisotropic sense. Takumi and his crew see pictures of themselves after looking at Sansa. Sansa's goal is to eliminate the need for sleep. Yah Kui says he turned to the government to share the loan, but now needs media help to share Sansa. Later Kōjirō will take Yaha-Kui to a local festival, with Saraca, Shoun, Shūhei and Ritsu tagged along, as they enjoy carnival games. After
informing Kojiro Shuhay and Ritsu about Sansa, Saraca privately tells Kōjirō that he wants to send Yaha-Kui back to Anysutropic. 8TalnelTranscription: Taruneru (Japanese: タルネル)June 2, 2017 (2017-06-02) Inside Kado, Takumi Adam contacts, informing him about Sansa and the idea of broadcasting it worldwide. Fortunately, SETTEN has an used satellite suitable for
simultaneous broadcasting. Meanwhile, Saraca take Kojirao to her family home and meet her brother and father, who initially mistake them as a couple. Saraca's father makes a metal ornament of a dragon for Kōjirō. After spending time in an aquarium and a water bus, Kōjirō began to understand that Saraca is happy with the way the world is right now. The next day, while the
world broadcast is scheduled to premiere at night, Kōzō reminds Kōjirō of his freedom of choice. During the global broadcast, Takumi Yaha-kui talkes about how Sansa has the ability to change human consciousness and expand cognitive perception. Yah-Kui reveals Sansa to the world, but Kozo feels he made the wrong move on the global broadcasting license. After Kojirovo
shares his second thoughts with Saraca, he calls for Yaha-Kui to speak inside the gift. 9Nanomis-heinTranscription: Nanomisuhain (Japanese: After sharing a bitter sip of beer together, Yah-Kui reveals nanomis-hein, a sliced butter, to Kojiro. In simple terms, Hein nanomis has control over gravity, laxity and mass, more or less the anestotropic arm. Although Kōjirō believes it will
put humanity in a speculation bubble because product distribution, transportation and space exploration will revolutionize, Yaha Kui says that humanity's production will never exceed its consumption. Meanwhile, noting that she is aware that Saraka loves Kōjirō, Sean lets Saraca know that Ritsu once loved Kōjirō but stepped back. Yah-Kui explains that anesotropic has 37 more
than the universe. He also describes information cucks, information picked up by indesqueenable beings of data topics, meaning the universe was created by anissontropic beings. Yahha-Kui is asking Kojiro to join him in anesthropic, but Kojiro is sniging from giving an answer. Instead, Yaha-Kui prepares to destroy Kōjirō after determining that he is not ready. However, Saraca
breaks her ring and forces her into the gift, protecting Kojiro from being killed, revealing her true nature as an aligned existence. 10Towanosakiwa(Japanese: トワノサキワ') June 16, 2017 (2017-06-16) A scene showing how the universe was created by aligned beings over 9.8 billion years. After earth was created 4 billion years ago, time quickly moved to when Saraca was born
24 years ago. As a child, Saraca's father blamed him for running away alone before saying life was worthwhile and that he should be treated as a gift. As a teenager, he traveled to america to study abroad and remembered what his father was saying to him as a child. Yah Koi is currently preventing Saraka from attacking, then tells Kōjirō that the intelligence clack of humanity will
be removed and transferred to anesotropic. Kojirovo and Saraca try to convince Yaha-Kui that he is making a big mistake, because humankind has only one life to live. Yaha-Kui then uses a gift to eradicate Saraca, but Kojirovo moves the shot to his right thigh. Saraca is in agonity as she moves her into a secluded box to escape and heal her wound. Yaha-Kui leaves Kado with a
colony from Kōjirō, which is not known to humanity and introduces the hein nanomis to them. 11Wanoraru (Japanese: ワノラル)June 23, 2017 (2017-06-23) While Nanomis-hein is distributed worldwide, Saraca tells Kōjirō that displacement will succeed if humanity is absorbed with as much estrogen as possible. However, the only way to prevent this from happening is to use an
isolator in the form of a small estelled dodaccharone, but there must be a way to neutralize the fregonics first. Saraka, from Canata and Sean, is away to the isolated box, as Kōjirō registers her donations. They all go to osakabe plating plant to request the construction of a fregonics Hoping to negotiate with Yaha Kui. Although Saraca is concerned about Kojirovo's life on the issue,
Kojirao plans to remove talking about his negotiations with Yaha-Kui. Kōjirō and Saraca then share a heartfelt kiss. After conducting a run experiment on the fregonics generator, the coin of the term antigonics, Canata forced Wam to interact with each other to create a counter. Inside the gift, Yah-Kui recounts many times that Kōjirō defeated him because he was surrounded by
numerous defective clones of Kōjirō. The Kojirao clone is sucked into the present, after which towers are placed over Japan. However, Kōjirō and Saraca appear against Yaha-Kui at the top of the present. 12Yukika (Japanese: ユキカ)June 30, 2017 (2017-06-30) Yaha-kui configures the platform for him and Kōjirō away from Saraca. While the gift continues to grow over Japan,
causing panic among citizens, Yaha-Kui explains to Kōjirō how a human singularity makes them unique, but Kojiro refuses to join Yaha-Kui to go to anesthropic. While understanding that Kōjirō is truly unique, Yaha Kui re-conded herself and prepares to battle Kōjirō. Yaha-kui knives Kōjirō through the chest to disable the fregonics generator. It turns out that Yaha-Kui was watching
via Hyperspis through Hein Canata Nanomis when the fregonics generator was under construction. Yah-Kui tears Kojirovo's heart as the two share a tearful farewell, while Saraca screams in despair. While Yaha-Kui put Kojiro on the altar, Yukika Shindo suddenly exits the car they drive and easily attacks Yaha-Kui. Kōjirō and Saraka were shown to use Nanomis-hein to conceive
and raise Yukika while inside the separated box for 16 years until relative time. After Yukika explains that there is no difference between humanity and anesthropic, it destroys Yaha-Kui dissolving the gift. A month later, Kōzō publicly declares that Yaha-Kui and his devices are now lost, but humanity still has the knowledge that anesthropic exists. The adaptation of Menga A Menga
was launched on March 22, 2017 in The Morning Two Magazine of Kudansha. Mutsomy Okashi shows this manga while Maido Nozaki is credited for the original work. [8] A spin-off manga titled Seikai Suru Kado: Aoi Haru to Railgun (正解するカド ⻘い春とレルガン, transl. Kado - The Right Answer: Blue Spring and Railgun) was launched on North Star Pictures' Web Comic
Zenyon website on April 29, 2017. Kōki Ochiai draw manga. The story takes place after episode five and follows a group of high school students whose lives change drastically with the arrival of gifts and an infinite energy source, loans. [9] Notes ^ All English titles are taken from Crunchyroll. References ^ a b Toei Makes Original Anime Kado - Correct Answer for.... Anime News
Network. Retrieved 18 April 2017. ^ a b Toei Unveils Kado: The Right Answer TV CG Anime's 'Trailer 01.1' &amp; April Premiere. Forum ﺷﺒﮑﻪ. Retrieved 18 April 2017. ^ a b c d e f g h i Takaya Kamikawa Joins Cast of Kado: The Right Answer Anime. ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ. Retrieved 18 April 2017. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k English Cast Spring Simuldubs 2017 - Kado: The Right Answer. ﻗﯿﻒ
۲۰۱۶  آورﯾﻞ۲۵ . ﮐﺮدن. Retrieved April 30, 2016. ^ Kado: The Right Answer Anime's 2nd Trailer Previews Opening Song. ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ. Retrieved 18 April 2017. ^ Crunchyroll to Simulcast KADO: The Right Answer Anime UPDATED.  ﮐﺮاﻧﭽﻴﺮول. Retrieved 18 April 2017. ^ Funimation Announces English Dubs for 8 More Simulcast Titles, Brave Witches (Updated). ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ.
Retrieved 1 May 2017. ^ Kado: The Right Answer Anime Gets Manga in March. ۲۰۱۷  ﻓﻮرﯾﻪ۲۱ .ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ. Retrieved May 6, 2017. ^ Kado: The Right Answer Anime Inspires Spinoff Manga. ۲۰۱۷  ﻣﻪ۶ .ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ. Retrieved May 6, 2017.  ﭘﺎﺳﺦ درﺳﺖ )اﻧﯿﻤﻪ( در داﻧﺸﻨﺎﻣﻪ ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﺧﺒﺮی اﻧﯿﻤﻪ ﺑﺎزﯾﺎﺑﯽ ﺷﺪه از:ﻟﯿﻨﮏ ﻫﺎی ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ وب ﺳﺎﯾﺖ رﺳﻤﯽ )ﺑﻪ ژاﭘﻨﯽ( ﮐﺎدو
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